Blokey Stuff
For the men in your life, or the boy within.

Blokey Stuff recent deliveries

Anatomy Models
A fantastic educational way
to learn about anatomy and
what makes our bodies tick.
Each puzzle teaches a
different aspect of biology
in great detail. Learn all
about vascular, nervous,
skeletal, sensor
and
reproductive systems in a
fun and practical way. The
puzzle is highly detailed and
have a presentation stand for
keeping on display in the
classroom or science lab.
These puzzles are also ideal
for medical centres and
doctors surgeries to help
explain medical processes to
kiddies.
Human Skeleton $24.95
Human Eyeball $24.95
Great White Shark $34.95
Tyrannosaurus Rex $89.95

Framed Bugs
Real specimens mounted under glass within a
timber frame. Detailed species information
included. Made in Australia from local and
imported specimens.
Vesper Bat $135
Cicada $110
Flying Lizard $120
Butterflies $89.95
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Magic Sets
The magic trick sets range from easy to difficult,
some suiting children some adults. Sets come with
clear instructions and the required props. Be the life
of the party. Entertain the kids, impress your
friends. Australian made. Priced from $22 to $66

Cable Organisers
These make great gifts for computer geeks.
Cable ID
Ever
crawled
down
behind
your desk to sort
out computer cables and had trouble working out
which one is which? This will let you avoid
unplugging the wrong item. Reusable write on ID
tag. Easy to attach or remove. Comes in a pack of 8,
assorted colours. $14.95
Cable Turtle
From headphones to power
leads, keep tidy with a
cable turtle. 3 sizes and
several colours. $7.95, $11
or $13.95
Cable Manager
Organise
those
messy
cables at the back of your
computer and TV!
Easy to use and unwrap for
adjustments. Black, grey or
white. $13.95.
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Board Games
Board games make great family gifts.
Oz Crawl
Oz Crawl is a fun,
light hearted Aussie
board game. It will
take you on a crawl
that will bring out the
patriotic Aussie in all
of us. Packaged in a
unique eye-catching
tinnie, and a neoprene
washable mat, Oz
Crawl can be taken anywhere. $59.95
Diplomacy
The Classic Game of intrigue,
trust, and treachery! At the
turn of the 20th century, the
Great
European
Powers
engage in an intricate struggle
for supremacy. Form alliances
and unhatch your traitorous
plots in a delicate balance of
cooperation and competition to gain dominance of
the continent! $49.95
Stratego
Choose
to
lead
warriors from an
ancient arctic realm or
a fierce army from a
land of fiery molten
lava. Then, secretly
set up your pieces on the gameboard-- a frozen
battlefield where the two powerful armies prepare
to clash. Command knights, wizards, even a mighty
dragon as you advance your pieces or strategically
attack your opponent. $39.95
Eve: Conquests
EVE: Conquests is a
strategy board game for 24 players set in the EVE
Universe (the on-line
game), a hard-core sci-fi
setting, ruthless, cruel and
cold. Players assume the role of the four major
factions in EVE and set out to prove their
superiority by means of galactic domination. Their
conquests require them to play the political
landscape in EVE which often leads them to war on
those who defy them. Garnering the influence
necessary requires tact and strategic management of
resource in all spheres of operations. $135
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Roborally
Robot Racing to
the Extreme! As
one of several
supercomputers in
a fully automated
widget
factory,
you have it made. You are brilliant. Your are
powerful. You are sophisticated.
You are BORED.
Time to enjoy a little fun at the factory's expense!
With the other computers, program factory robots
and pit them against each other in frantic,
destructive races across the factory floors. Be the
first to touch the flags, in order, and you win it all:
the honour, the glory, the grudging respect of the
other computers. But first you have to get your
robot past obstacles like gaping pits, industrial
lasers, moving conveyor belts and, of course, the
other robots! $59.95

Novelty Ice Trays
Liven up your drinks or party with some fun ice
shapes. These trays are made of fine grade silicone
that has a wide range of temperature tolerance from
-50°C to 230°C. Range includes skulls and bones,
shot glasses, guitars, cola bottles, honeycomb and
bees, bolts and screws. $9.95 to $14.95

Gift Vouchers
Spoilt for choice? What to get
as a gift? We offer gift
vouchers in values of $10,
$20, $42. $50 and $100.
42 because it is the answer to
life
the
universe
and
everything.
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Holden Cars
Scale model Aussie Holden motoring legends.
Beautifully detailed all metal (even the baseplate) in
1:87 scale –this is HO scale suitable for model
railway layouts. Limited run of just 2,000 pieces
worldwide. Complete with acrylic display case.
1948 FX sedan in Burnely Cream.
1958 FC sedan in two tone Pacific Blue.
1960 FB sedan in Apache Red and White.
1963 EH sedan in Amberley Blue. $14.95 each.

Cool Stuff
Worry Balls
Set of 3 balls to jiggle in your
palm. Work off your stress.
Some stress balls can't be
squeezed. 25mm diameter
chrome plated steel - heavy
and solid. Comes with a flock
fabric drawstring pouch to keep them from rolling
around your desk when you’re not worried. $49.95
Zap a Bug
Electronic fly swat - looks a bit like a
tennis racquet but let it connect with
a flying insect and ZAP - one less
bug to bother you. Great for flies,
mosquitoes and other annoying
flying insects. $19.95

Shaitsu Massager Cushion
Instant, relaxing, tensionrelieving massage for your
back! Just attach to a highbacked chair and start to
enjoy the effects of the 3
shiatsu comfort massage
settings for the full, lower
or upper back. Enjoy in the
privacy of your own home,
at work or in the office.
$120

Shots Gun
Pump Action Fun for
Drinks! Pump up your
favorite drink and fire
the Wild West style
pistol at will. Fits most
liquor, wine, and other
spirit bottles. Attach it
to any drink bottle (it
doesn’t have to be
alcohol) pump the Shots Gun, draw the gun out of
the holster and either use it to fill glasses or shoot
into someone’s mouth. $39.95
Leatherman Surge
The Surge is a multi-tool
powerhouse. Stronger jaws
mean more squeezing force
with less effort. Features a
blade exchanger that lets
you switch out blades and
files. Two knives and extra
strong scissors are easily
accessed from the outside of
the tool. $225
Leatherman Clip Watch
Sturdy watch that clips onto your
belt (or backpack, etc). Great for
people who want to keep their arms
free for their work. The carabineer
style clip is integral to the watch
body so there are no wrist strap
pins to break. Various models
available. $99.95

Mugs
Licensed mug for fans of Elvis, The Beatles, Clint
Eastwood, Batman, and others. Most are generous
sized mugs, some are espresso sized, we even have
freezy mugs for cold drinks.
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